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GENERALIZATIONS OF CAUCHY'S SUMMATION THEOREM
FOR SCHUR FUNCTIONS

G. E. ANDREWS, I. P. GOULDEN AND D. M. JACKSON

ABSTRACT. Cauchy's summation theorem for Schur functions is generalized,

and a number of related results are given. The result is applied to a com-

binatorial problem involving products of pairs of permuations, by appeal to

properties of the group algebra of the symmetric group.

1. Introduction. Although interest in the algebra of symmetric functions was

originally prompted by work in representation theory, this algebra, the group alge-

bra of the symmetric group and the character theory of the symmetric group play

a significant part in combinatorial theory (see, for example, Bannai and Ito [1],

Macdonald [6]), and related areas (Diaconis [2]).

In this paper we prove a summation theorem (Theorem 2.1) which gives an

explicit evaluation of

n

Y 11^ ~ 0' ~ n + ̂ Wfai' • • •> Vn)se(wi,..., wm),
e i=i

where the sum is over all partitions 0, and s$ is a Schur function. This is of interest

since it is a generalization of the classical result of Cauchy (see [6, p. 33] for a

proof):
n     m

Xlse(2/l'---'2/n)S9(Wl'---'U;m) = 17 II^1 ~yjWk)~l-
e j=ik=i

In §3, this summation theorem is used to derive a generalization of Gessel's [3]

result on counting 3-rowed Latin rectangles with respect to the number of cycles in

each row, considered as permuations. We also derive (Proposition 3.2) an explicit

expression for a useful character sum associated with the symmetric group.

§4 contains a number of results for symmetric functions that are equivalent to

Theorem 2.1. These include a generalization of Cauchy's summation theorem for

Y S»(2/l' • • • ' Vn)Sg(wi,. . . , Wm),
e

and a summation theorem for

Y Se^^ ■ ■ ■' yn)Se(wi,..., wm; z)
e

where Se is a symmetric function related to Hall-Littlewood polynomials.
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In §5 we give a number of related determinant evaluations. Among the latter is

a result due to Borchardt [10] relating the permanent and the determinant of the

Cauchy matrix (whose ^'-element is 1/(1 — y%v)j)).

We have relied heavily on properties of the algebra of symmetric functions. In

the interest of brevity, we have not stated these, but have cited the appropriate

pages of Macdonald [6], and our notation accords with his.

The following notation is needed. A partition 0 = (0i, 02,...) is a nonincreasing,

possibly infinite, sequence of nonnegative integers called parts. The number of

positive parts is denoted by 1(0), the sum of the parts is denoted by \0\ and the

number parts of size one is denoted by g(0). We say that 0 is a partition of |0| and

we write 0 \- N. The conjugate of 0 is denoted by 0. The partition (n - l,n -

2,..., 1,0,...) is denoted by 6.

Throughout this paper ek(yi,...,yn), hk(yx,...,yn), pk(yi,...,yn), and

se(yi> ■ ■ ■ )2/n), denote the elementary, complete, power sum and Schur symmet-

ric functions, respectively, on the (commuting) indeterminates yi,...,yn. When

n = oo, these will be abbreviated to ek(y),hk(y),pk(y) and sg(y), respectively,

and, when no confusion arises, to ek,hk,Pk and sg.

There is a natural bijection between the partitions of weight N and the set of

conjugacy classes of the symmetric group, Sn, on N symbols in which the number

of parts of a partition is the number of (disjoint) cycles in an arbitrary element of

the corresponding conjugacy class. Thus 1(a) is also the number of cycles in an

arbitrary element a of the conjugacy class, Cg, corresponding to 0. Similarly, g(a)

is the number of 1-cycles (fixed points) in an arbitrary element a of Cg. The size

of Cg is denoted by h6. Let xe be the irreducible (ordinary) character associated

with Cg and let fe be the degree of xe- The value at any element of Ca is denoted

by Xa- The signum of a permutation tt is denoted by sgn(7r).

Let R be any commutative ring. Let [ • ]r be the usual coefficient operator on

the ring R[[z]] of formal power series in the indeterminate x with R as coefficient

ring. Clearly, this operator acts linearly on the ring. In general, the ring will be

understood from the context, so the subscript of the coefficient operator will be

suppressed. Similarly, to avoid unnecessary detail, we have defined mappings by

their elementwise action, since their domain and range are clear from the context.

Unless otherwise stated, the operand of a mapping defined on a ring is the whole

of the expression to its right.

Throughout, (x)k = x(x - 1) ■ ■ ■ (x-k+1) and (x)W = x(x + 1) ■ ■ ■ (x + k - 1).

the falling and rising factorials, respectively. If the ij-element of a matrix M is

m.ij, for i e I, j £ J, then the determinant of M is denoted by

II j£J

When I = J = {l,...,k}, this is simplified to ||mij|Uxfc. We denote ||j/*'||„Xn by

ag(yi, ■ ■ ■, yn), or by ag, when no confusion arises.

2. A summation theorem for Schur functions. In this section we derive

the main result of this paper, by showing that it is equivalent to a polynomial

identity. This is proved by induction on n + m.
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THEOREM 2.1.   For nonnegative integers n and m,

n

^2 T\(x -Oi-n + i)se(yi,..., yn)se(wi,..., wm)

e t=i

n     m m     I n       , \

= IlIl(i-y,wkri[t1---tn}(i + t1 + --. + tnrii [i-Yr^t •
j=ik=i k=i \   j=i    yo * j

PROOF. First we rewrite the left-hand side by [6, p. 24] as

n

^2    ~[(x-0t-n + i)-^-sg(w1,...,wm).
8      t=l fl*

l(0)<n

Let Yz denote the formal partial differential operator YYi=i (x ~ (Vi ~z)d/dyi). Now

n n

~](x - 9i - n + i)a6+g = ^2 sSn(°~) Y\_(x ~ 0t - n + i)yl'^~l = Y0as+g
t=l cr£S„ i=l

so the left-hand side becomes

n     to

aslyo  Y  as+esg(wi,...,wm)^aJ1Y0a6'[lYl(l-yjWk)-1
g j=i k=i

l(S)<n

from Cauchy's summation theorem. Now multiply through by as, which gives the

following equivalent formulation of the result:

n     to n     m

Y0a6 n n (1 - yjWk)-1 = a6 ]J J](l - VjWk)-% •••*»]
j=ik=i J=ifc=i

(1) - (    *  ,       >\

Now replace each Wk by w^, and then each yj by y., — z and each w/t by Wk — z;

next multiply on both sides by IXLi llA™=i(wfc — z)_1- As a result we have the

following equivalent formulation of (1):

n      to n      to

^a« ji fj (wk -2/j)_i=°« n n^*_2/j)_i[*i ■■■tn)
j=lk=l j=ik=l

(2) / x

■u+,+-,»-n(.+E^).

We first prove (2) in the special cases n — 0 and m = 0.

Case (i): n = 0. Both sides are equal to 1, so (2) is true in this case.

Case (ii): m = 0. The right-hand side is

as[h ■ ■ ■ tn}(l +*! + ••• + tn)x = as ( * j n! = a6(x)n.
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The left-hand side is

Yzas = Y2   yr3 =   (x-(yr-z)^-)yr3
nxn V OViJ nxn

=   (x-n + j)yr3+z(n-j)yr3-i
nxn

=   (x-n + j)y"~3 = (x)n   y"~3 = (x)nas
nxn nxn

and (2) is true in this case.

We prove (2) by induction on n + m where n > 0, m > 0. The case n + m = 0

is accounted for in Cases (i) and (ii) above. The induction hypothesis is that the

result is true for all cases n + m < N, n > 0, m > 0. We must now prove the result

is true for n + m = N, n > 1, m > 1. (The cases n = 0 and m — 0 are already

accounted for.)

The left- and right-hand sides are polynomials in z of degree at most n and m,

respectively, in z, so it is sufficient to prove that they agree on n + m values of z,

since n + m > n and n + m > m for n > 1, m > 1, so these polynomials agree on

more values than either of their degrees.

First we consider z = yn (by a permutation of the indices, this argument works

for all of z — 2/1,... ,yn)- Substituting yn for z in (2), then replacing yn by £ to

draw attention to it, and multiplying both sides by riTLi^fc — 0> gives

* "ri (»- (» - g>£) (*-*)••• (*-i - fl,rffi^• ?n~l) i
,=i v ^z n>=i rik=iHc-2/;)

(3)      -"■-£)-(fc-'-V-.InE.,c-*)

■ h-fcjd+i.+-+wn(»+g!fgE£i)-

But, for any formal power series F in yi,..., yn-ii and z = 1,..., n — 1,

(x - (yi - 0^-) (Vi - OF = x(w - OF - (n - 0 {f + (w - o|£}

= (*-o(«-i-(*-€)£)*
Also,

[ti-ai+*i+-+*n)'n(i+i!ti(g~y,')l
(5) '"' V m    ,   /n_1

If we apply (4) to the left-hand side of (3), and (5) to the right-hand side of (3),

and then divide both sides by xY\"~{(yj - £), we obtain (2) with n replaced by
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n — 1 and x replaced by x — 1, which we have assumed to be true by the induction

hypothesis, so (3) is true.

Now we consider z = wm (by a permutation of the indices this argument works

for all of z = u/i,.. .,wm). Substituting wm for z in (2), then replacing wm by a

to draw attention to it, gives

n   to —1

f«t-rh-tIT II^-w)"1[a-yi)---{a-Un)*Ji £*

n   m — 1

<6>     =^i)V^nnK-^

But, for any formal power series G in j/i,..., yn, and i = 1,..., n,

[x-(yi -a)—)-=-[x + 1- (y, -a)-^-)G.
\ dyt j a - yt      a - yz \ dyij

Now, apply this result to the left-hand side of (6), and multiply both sides by

n"=i(a - yj)- This gives (2) with m replaced by m - 1 and x replaced by x + 1,

which is true by the induction hypothesis, so (6) is true.

Thus (2) is true by induction on n + m for all nonnegative integers n and m,

and so is the given result, which is equivalent to (2).    □

Cauchy's summation theorem is obtained by applying [xn] to both sides of The-

orem 2.1.

Sagan [8] has pointed out that extracting the coefficient of (x)n-k from both

sides of Theorem 2.1 yields the equivalent statement

Y Y (Otl+k-l)(0l2+k-2)---(0lk_1+l)
8    l<i\<-it-\<n

■ (0u_,+i + ■ • • + 0n)sg(yi,..., yn)sg(w1,..., wm)

n     m 1 k

=n n i _ VlWj it Y<it n, _ny. mi ■

Can one obtain a bijective proof of Theorem 2.1 by applying a refinement of the

Robinson-Schensted algorithm [9] to a combinatorial interpretation of this in terms

of pairs of matrices and plane partitions?

3. A combinatorial application. Consider the generating functions for pairs

of permutations defined by

L(t,u,v,p,q,r)=J2t^     Y     «'(aV<V(°V(o)rB(6).

N>0      ' (a,6)6S2N

Thus, for example

L(t,u,v,l,l,l)=J2t^(u)W(v)(NK
N>0
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since, from [6, p. 22]

(u)^ = Yl ^'(a)-
a€SN

A three rowed reduced Latin rectangle on N columns is a 3 x N array in which

the first row contains the identity permutation on N symbols, and the other rows

contain permutations on N symbols, subject to the restriction that each column

contains three distinct symbols. Then clearly, the number of three rowed reduced

Latin rectangles on N columns is [tN/N\]L(t, 1,1,0,0,0), by letting a be row 2 and

6_1 be row 3 in the summation defining L, and by noting that 1(b) = l(b_1) and

g(b) = ff(6_1). Goulden and Jackson [4] have shown that

N\tN
L(t,l,l,0,0,0) = e2tJ2 (l + t)3iN+i)-

N>0 V '

Gessel [3] has shown by a combinatorial argument that

Lit u v 0 0 0) = e2uvt V -_^_)V1_
M'   '   '   '   '   ' j^QN\(l + uty+N(l + vtY+N(l + t)™+N

is the generating function for three rowed reduced Latin rectangles with u and v

marking cycles in rows 2 and 3 respectively, and, more generally, that

L(tuvP0 0) = e-(2-P) y tl_W(JV»W_
Mt,n,v,p,u,u; jfcoN\{l + ut)'>+N{l + vt)»+N{l + {l-p)t)'"'+N'

In this section we derive an explicit expression for L(t, u, v,p, q, r), which is denoted

hereafter by L, as a consequence of Theorem 2.1, by first expressing it as a character

sum.

PROPOSITION 3.1. Let B(0,u,q) = (1/A!) £aesN Xa«'(QV(a) where N =

\0\.  Then

L(t,u,v,p,q,r) = £>" 21 ^B(0,p)B(9,u,q)B(0,v,r)
N>0        8hN J

where B(0,p) denotes B(0, l,p).

PROOF.   Direct from Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 of [5], and since

fe = f°.   a
To evaluate B(0,p), it is convenient to use the mapping $ such that $(x)k —

(1 - p)k, extended linearly to the appropriate ring. A similar linear functional has

been considered by Rota [7].

PROPOSITION 3.2.   Let0\- N and 1(0) < n.  Then

A' A-
-^B(6,p) = (-1)^(1 - p)N-n* l\{x-0k-n + k}.
3 k=l

PROOF. From [6, pp. 25, 62],

B(0,p) = Sg(pi h- p, pj r-> 1, t > 2) = ||[ee,._i+j(pi i-» p, pt i-> 1, i > 2)]||nx„.
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But J2k>oektk = exPl2k>i(~l)k~1Pktk/k fr°m [6, P- 17], so making the above

substitutions gives J2k>oektk = (1 + <)e_'1-p't- Thus

b(0,p) = (p - i)Nm - i+y)!-1 + (p - i)-1^ -i+j- ly.-'Wnxn,

with the convention that fc!-1 = 0 for fc < 0.

To evaluate this determinant, we first border it with a first row (1,0,... ,0) and

a first column (1, (0i - l)!-1, • • •, (0n - n)!_1)T. Indexing the rows and columns

of the bordered matrix from 0, replace column j by column j plus (1 - p)_1 times

column j — 1, first for j — 1, then for j = 2,..., and finally for j = n. These

operations leave the determinant unchanged.   Next, multiply in the fcth row by

(6k + n — fc)!, for fc = 1,..., n and divide the determinant by rifc=i(^fc + n — fc)! to

set

mffn^_ (-!)"(!-P)"-"          [(1-P)"-J]j=0.....n
K     }     nnk=i(0k+n-ky.     [(0t + n-;)„_,].=,.„   '

> = 0.n

The first row can be written in the same form as the other rows since (1— p)n~3 =

$(90 + n)n-j where 0o + n = x, so by the linearity of $ and the multilinearity of

the determinant function in its rows

(_1)JV(1 -p)N-n

mP) = m=l(0k+n-ky*^ + » - l')n-Jk>=0,...,n||.

To complete the evaluation of B(0,p), let $i + n — i = pl and note that (pi)j

is a monic polynomial of degree j in pi. Thus (pi)j = Y^l=o ckjPk and C =

[ctj]t,j=o,...,n is lower triangular with unit diagonal. Thus the determinant in the

expression for B(0,p) is equal to

n

Ycn-kn-jP-r"    = \\[p7~j)ij=0.»||-|C|=       J]      Vi-i-tj+3)
k=0 0<i<j<n

since the first matrix is Vandermonde, and |C| = 1.  The result follows from the

degree formula [6, p. 64] for fe.    U

From the Jacobi-Trudi identity [6, p. 25], another expression for B(0,p) as a

determinant is

\\h§._i+j(pi >-* p, p% >-» 1, i > 2)||mxm

where m > 0\. But Y,k>o hktk = exp]T)fc>1 pktk/k, from [6, p. 25], so making the

above power sum substitutions gives J2k>ohktk = (1 - t)_1e_^1_p't. Thus

«>i-i + JY-  mxm

where dk(p) = k[Y^k=Q(P ~ l)'/1'' an^ dk(0) is therefore the fcth derangement

number (the number of elements in Sn with no fixed points).

Theorem 3.3.
£ _ euvt(2-p-q-r+pqr)

T-^tj__(U)W(V)W_

' ^ j\ (1 + u(l - q)t)J+v(l + v(l - r)t)i+u(l + (1 - p)t)'+™'
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PROOF. Let p— 1-p, q=l-q, and f = 1 — r. From [6, p. 62] we have

B(9,u,q) = sg(pi i—> qu; pi v-* ( —l)t_1u, i > 2). Thus, from Propositions 3.1 and

3.2,
n

L = Afi lim p-n$y"F[(a;-6ii-n + z>e(y1,...,yn)seH

9    i=l

where A, fi are commuting ring homomorphisms defined by their actions

A: pi (y) i-> *pvr,    Pi(y) ^ -(-tp)lv,        i > 2,

Q: pi(w) i-» —qu,    pi(w) >-*-u,        i>2,

on the power sums, which are algebraically independent [6, p. 16].   Now apply

Theorem 2.1, to get

n     oo

L=Afi lim p-n^nrT(1-^^)"1
n—>oo xx xx

j=lk=l

oo     / n \

Now let tj = • • ■ = t„ = 0, which leaves the action of [ii ■ ■ • tn] unchanged, to obtain

n

p-n$(l + *,+••• + tn)x = p-" exp{p(t! + • • • + tn)} = ^[(p-1 + tj).

j=i

Applying exp log gives

nn(1-Er^)=-P(gWH,,,1og(i-|:i^L))

= exp j -ulog    1 - J2 YTy-. I - ««!£'iVi \

= 11 _ y^ ^yj 1   e"u* 5Z7=ityw

= ('-gi^) no-**'
where, in the last equality, we have again used i\ = 0. Similarly

n     oo n -.

n II II^ - y^k)~l = nexp££ -y>t(w)
J=lfc=l >=1«>1

= fiexp^ -u^log(l -yj)   1-r-v4Y^Vj\

{      j=i j=i     J

i=i
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Combining these results yields

L = A lim ]l(l-yj)ueuq^=^3
n—>oo xx

] = 1

V   j-.!1  wy   j=i

To assist in the application of the operator [ti ---tn] let ^(z1) = («)(*', i > 0,

extended linearly. Then

so, since ^ and A commute

L = *A lim eU9^ = > s> TT(1 - y,)u
n—>oo ix

J = l

i=i v     i   yi'

.tA^.(.)n(i-W)-(i-tt|lfi+-iML_)

= *Aexp f «gPl(y) + £>(y)k]log |(1 - a)" (l - u|a + ^^) }

= \£ exp I uqtpvr

-vlog I (1 + pt)u (l+uqt- —Z— J \ + vf{upt + uqt - tz) J

= tf (1 + pt)~uv (l + uqt-      Z „  J     exp{m;r.(2 -p-q-r + pqr) - vtfz}

euvt(2-p-q-r+pqr)          /                              f \ -«

= —_tf ( 1_ )       e-v**
(l+pt)uv(l + uqt)v     \       (1 + pt)(l + uqt) J

_ euvt(2-p-q-r+pqr) y* W_\_^Z3e~VtfZ

jTo  -7'1   (i + pt)uv+3(1 + uqt)v+j
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But

^{z]eaz} = Yl °^Vzl+3 = Y ^-(u){l+3)

i>0    ' j>0    '

= («)(J) Y t(u+^(t) = (u)U)0- - a)~u_J

i>0

and the result follows with a = —fvt.    □

With p = q = r = 0, Theorem 3.3 specializes to Gessel's result [3]. With

p = g = r = lit specializes to the generating function J2j>0t3(u)^(v)^/j\ for

pairs of permutations with a specified number of cycles in each permutation.

Further refinements of the counting problem can be obtained by following the

method of proof of Theorem 3.3. Instead of marking the cycles in the second

permutation as we have, consider marking i-cycles by an indeterminate vt, for

i = l,2,- Then the action of the homomorphism A defined in Theorem 3.3 is

modified to pi(w) t—> — (—tp)lVi, for i > 1. This can be carried out explicitly in

terms of the roots /?, 7 of

x2 -[l+u%--\x + u%=Q
V P     PJ P

as a quadratic in x. Then the required generating function is

tf exp I uqtpvx - ]T)Hp)'^(1 -u - 0* --y') > .

I ;>i J
The interested reader may wish to complete this argument.

4. Equivalent forms and some specializations. A generalization of the

summation theorem

n      to

^S«(2/l'-"-'2/n)Se(Wl'--''W'n) = Yl Y\(l + yjWk),
g j=ifc=i

also due to Cauchy (see [6, p. 35] for a proof), can be deduced from Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY 4.1.   For nonnegative integers n and m,

n

Y Y\(x -0i-n + i)se(yi,...,yn)sg(wi,..., wm)

e t=i

n      m m    I n \

= nil(1+w)[*i-ai+*i+--ruin h+Er^r    ■
j=\ k=l k=l \      j=l       yl     J

PROOF. Consider the mapping w defined on the ring of symmetric functions in

w\,w2,... by uj(ek) = hk (the er are algebraically independent [6, p. 14]). Then

[6, p. 14] w is an involution, and ojsg = s^ and wp, = (-l),_1pi f°r l ^ 1- Letting
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m —► oo in Theorem 2.1 and applying w to both sides of this theorem gives

n

Y I1(X ~ 0i ~ n + l)5e(yi' • • ' ' yn)Sg(w)
8   s=l

= wexp< 5Z;rPi(yi,...,y„)pi(iy) > [<i •••*n](l + <i + "- + *n)1

■expjgpiHMlogfl-E^jJ,

in which exp log has been applied to the right-hand side to obtain an expansion of

the products. The result is obtained now by applying w to Pi(w), x > 1, and then

setting Wi = 0 for i > m + 1.    □

For any partition 0, with Z(0) < n, the power series Sfl(u;;z), which arise in

connexion with the Hall-Littlewoood polynomials [6, p. 104], are defined by

Sg(w;z) = \\qg%-l+j(w;z)\\nxn

where
Ei Mk       TT l ~ twiZ

fc>0 J>1

Then, from [6, pp. 106, 117],

n     m    1

Esg(yu ... ,yn)Sg(wi,... ,wm; z) = T      T-3—£-.
8 j = lk=l yj    fc

A generalization of this summation theorem is contained in the following result,

which is also deduced from Theorem 2.1.

COROLLARY 4.2.   For nonnegative integers n and m,

n

Y II^ - ^ - n + i)se(yi,- ■ ■, yn)Se(wi,..., wm; z)
8    t = l

n     m    1

=nn r zyjWkiti--tn)(i+h+---+tnr

TT 11   T" tjy3Wk 1 f i   y" hyw I

PROOF. Follow the proof of Corollary 4.1, but use the homomorphism which

maps sg onto Sg. This homomorphism also maps p, onto (1 - zl)pi, and the result

follows.    □

Theorem 2.1 can also be used to derive a result for applying the formal partial

differential operator F]"= i(x — yid/dyi) to a special type of anti-symmetric function

in yi,..., y„. This operator was denoted by Y0 in the proof of Theorem 2.1. For the

following result, let A * B — J2i>o a^i where A = ^2i>0 aid1 and B = J2i>o *>ia%-
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THEOREM 4.3. Let F(y) be a formal power series in y with constant term equal

to 1.  Then

U(x-yig^JasF(y1)---F(yn)

= asF(yi) ■ ■ ■ F(yn)[t1 ■ ■ ■ tn](l + h + ■ ■ ■ + tn)x

. »p {(„£,„gf („)).,o^-gJ^JJ.

PROOF. Equation (1) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to Theorem 2.1

itself. Let to —> oo and apply exp log to the products on both sides of this equation

to obtain

n (x-yi—)asexpl Y ^Piivi^ ■ ■ ̂n)Pi(w) >

= a4exp I ^-pt(yi,...,y„)pi(w) > [ti ••■tn](l + t1 +-\-tn)x

•expfep.NMlogfl-g^jj.

But the power sum symmetric functions are algebraically independent (see [6, p.

16]) so Pi(w) in the above equality can be replaced by the indeterminate Ci, for

i > 1. If we carry out this replacement, we obtain

exp^-pi(2/i,...,y„)pi(u;) = exp^ jPi(yi,- - - ,y„) = Y[ exP \Y J^i
l>l   % i>l j=l \i>l J

Now let F(y) — exp(X^>i c%y'/i) and the result follows, since

Ycia' = a—\ogF(a).    D
*r! da
t>i

Many specializations of Theorem 4.3 are possible. We give one such result as an

example.

COROLLARY 4.4.   For nonnegative integers n, fc,

n [x~ytd~ )as(yi + —h2/«)'c

k

= as Y^^ (k)i(x)n-j(yi + ■■■ + yn)k~3ej(yi,..., y„).

3=0
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PROOF. Let F(y) = ezy in Theorem 4.3 to obtain

ft (* - ViJ-) asez^+-+y") = at*bi+~+v»)[tl ■ ■ ■ t„](l + t1 + --- + tn)x

.expJM^logfl-g^j.

But

and the result follows by equating coefficients of zk/k\    D

Theorem 4.3, as stated, allows us to evaluate the given left-hand side in the form

[<i • • • tn]G for some power series G. The proof is indirect, relying on induction and

interpolation. There are, however, a number of ways of writing the left-hand side

directly in this form, but for different choices of G. One such way is given in the

next result.

THEOREM 4.5. Let F(y) be a power series in y with constant term 1. Then

for any nonnegative integer n

n (x ~ yid~) ae^yu • • ■' y^)F(y^) • • ■ F(yn)

= [*!••• tn}ex{u+-+tn)as(y1 - hyu... ,y„ - tnyn)

•F(yi - tiyi) ■ ■ ■ F(yn -tnyn).

PROOF. Clearly, the action of the differential operator on the left-hand side is

the same as the action of the operator

t=lfci>0   *    v      \ »% / )

= 1*1 •••<n]neXp p [X~yid~) I

= [<!•■• tn}ex^+-+t^ fj e-*""9'8**
i=l

since d/dyi and d/dyj commute for all i and jf. But, for any power series G(y)

etyd/dvG{y) = G{etyy

Thus the left-hand side of the result is equal to

[«!••■ «n]el(tl+-+t")Ofi(e-tly1)... ,e-t"yn)F(e"tly1,... .e"*-^).

The result follows by replacing e-t* with 1 - i, for i — 1,... ,n, since this leaves

the action of [ti ■ ■ ■ t„] unchanged.    D

Combining Theorems 4.3 and 4.5 gives a pair of different power series in which

the coefficient of t\ ■ ■ ■ tn is identical. As an example, we now give one of the many
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results which can be obtained as special cases of the identity. The result involves

the Stirling numbers of the first kind, defined by s(n, fc) = [xfc](x)„ (see [6, p. 22]).

This is equal to (-l)n~k times the number of permutations on n symbols with

exactly fc cycles.

Corollary 4.6. For all 0 < fc < n,

s(n,k) = [t1---tn}ek(t1,...,tn)     fl     (l-tm2tjVj)-
l<i<j<n ^ y%      y]      '

PROOF. Equate the right-hand sides of Theorem 4.5 and 4.3, with F(y) = 1, to

obtain
as(yu■ ■ -,yn)[ti ■ ■ ■ tn](i + ti + —htn)x

= [*!••• tn]expl(t,+ "+tB) as(yi - hyi,. ..,yn- tnyn).

The result follows by equating coefficients of xk, and by dividing on both sides by

a«(yi,---,yn)-    O

5. Some related determinants. Closely related to Cauchy's theorem from

Schur functions is Cauchy's determinant formula:

1 _ as(yi, ■ ■ ■ ,Vn)as(wi,... ,wn)

i-ywj nxn~   nr=in"=i(i-&«>;)
(see [6, p. 38] for a proof). As a corollary of Theorem 2.1, we obtain Borchardt's

[10] striking result involving Cauchy's determinant. Throughout this section, all

matrices are nxn unless otherwise stated. The permanent of the matrix whose

iy-element is m^ is denoted by Hrn^H"1".

Corollary 5.1.

l 1 1       +

(1 - yiWj)2 1 - yxWj        1 - yiWj

PROOF. Equation (1) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is equivalent to Theorem 2.1.

In this equation, let x — 0 and m = n, multiply on both sides by as and then apply

Cauchy's determinant formula to obtain

n(^)|i^d-|r^f|,'"-*jn(1-S^)-
But

ri (- —)    l    = - — (   1   )
11 \   yidyJ    1 - ytWj Vl dyi \ 1 - yiWj )

-ytWj

(1 - y^j)2

and

lt1.--tn}f[(i-Yr^1-)= f^-+.

Combine these results, and divide both sides by (-l)nyi • • • ynWi ■ ■ -wn to obtain

the result.    D

The left-hand side of Theorem 4.3 can be written as a determinant also, and this

is given in the next result.
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THEOREM 5.2. Let F(y) be a power series with constant term 1. Then for n,

a nonnegative integer,

Y[\x-yi—\asF(y1)--F(yn)

= F(yi)--F(yn)   (x-n + j-y~{\ogF(yt)}^y?-3   .

PROOF. We have

a«F(y1)---F(yn) = F(y1)-..F(y„)||yr:''|| = lkn"J'F(yi)||,

so

fl(x-1H^)aeF(yl)---F(yn) = ^x-yi^jyriF(yi)

and the result follows immediately.    □

The authors have been unable to exploit Theorem 5.2 to obtain a direct proof of

Theorem 4.3. However, Theorem 5.2 does yield a linear recurrence for the left-hand

side of Theorem 4.3. This is stated in the next result, and we give it since it may

suggest a more direct proof.

COROLLARY 5.3.   Let F(y) be a power series with constant term 1. Let

Hn(y,x) = Yl (x - Vl — j asF(yi) ■ ■ ■ F(yn).

Then

Hn(y,x) = yi-yn £(-l)n_ V(2/*) (x " Hj£ 1°S^)) #«-i fyx ~ A
i=l

where y/yi = (yu... ,yt-i, yi+1,..., yn).

PROOF. The result follows straightforwardly from Theorem 5.2 by a cofactor

expansion in the last column of the determinant on the right-hand side.    □
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